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contract-based arbitration (cont.)
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domestic courts, arbitration through 320–1

drugs, parallel imports of

treaty violation, as 13

TRIPS, under 13

Dubai

national security issues as to 458

sovereign wealth fund investment 68–9

due process, absence of 358–9

East India Companies (British and Dutch)

protection for interests of 38

role in establishing colonies 20

Eastern European countries

BITs, signing of 172, 185

control of foreign investment 98–9

economic reform 99

emergence of free market economies 2

expropriation, early law on 365–6

lump sum agreements 417–18

state agencies’ role 106–7

Economic Agreement of Bogota (1948), full compensation

clause 415–16

economic crises see also specific jurisdictions regions and

sectors

effect on classical view 56–7

effect on foreign investment law 26

effect on middle path view 59–60

effect on policy 26

global crisis 2008 77, 183

impact of 3–4

Latin America 54

liberal economics, effect on 454–5

national security, and 457, 458–60

oil industry 74

economic development

balance with investment 235

BITs and 229–30

characteristic of investment, as 313–14

corporate responsibility, and 229–30

emphasis on 26–7, 229

foreign investment linked to 58, 154, 235

growth of international law on 154

international law, and 296–7

obligations of multilaterals 154–5

presumption that foreign investment promotes 154

economic development agreements, theory of 51–2

economic liberalism

1990s 49–53

competing forces of opposition to 27–8

impact globally 24, 25–7

impact of triumph on international foreign investment

law 3

impact on domestic foreign investment regimes 15

Latin American support for 54

economic theories of development

classical theory of investment 48–53

dependency theory 53–5

foreign investment 47–60

literature on 53

middle path 55–60

Ecuador, withdrawal from ICSID 80

Egypt

Mubarak, Hosni, foreign investment policy 72

nationalism 72

Sadat, Anwar el-

assassination 72

foreign investment policy 72, 100–1

World Heritage Convention, listing under 231, 471

Elles, Baroness, report on right to property 133

Energy Charter Treaty, participation by developing countries 2

entertainment industry, perception of American domination 72

entry rights, regulation of 95–6, 269–70 see also post-entry

rules; pre-entry rules

administrative agencies’ role 104–6

capitalisation requirements 108–9

economic crises 25–6

environmental conditions 109–11

ethnicity issues 106–7

export targets, requirements as to 111–12

expropriation, as 115–16

FCN treaties, under 181

guarantees against expropriation 99–102

guarantees on dispute resolution 102–3

joint ventures, use of 107

local collaboration conditions 106–8

local employment conditions 115

local equity conditions 112–15

local research conditions 115

mineral processing, conditions for local 115

NAFTA pre-entry rules 88

non-discrimination rule 106

overview 97–9

protection of administrative rights at 15

screening of entry 104–6, 137–8

tax incentives 103

treaties, under 105–6

treaty provisions 88

environmental damage

chicle extraction, from 158

oil industry 79

environmental protection

ASEAN provisions 225

bilateral treaties 25

BITs provisions 222–3, 225–7

cancellation of licences 403

claims against multinationals 27–8

competing obligations as to 472

controls as compensable expropriation 152
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creation of home state responsibility in treaties 162

disputes over 110–11

entry conditions, as to 109–11

expropriation, as 152, 374–5, 388

fair and equitable standard, as to 152–3

foreign investment protection, and 456

increasing litigation 153–4

international law, and 296–7

ius cogens, as 231

licensing at entry 15

MAI’s weakness for 3

multinationals’ obligations 152–4

NAFTA, under 25, 78

negation by stabilisation clauses 153

NGOs’ role in 4, 60–1, 67–8

primacy of foreign investment over 231

regulatory interference, as 226–7

risks to foreign investment from 77–9

state responsibility to ensure compliance 153

World Heritage Convention, listing under 110

equality of treatment

concept of equality 409

disputes over discrimination 339

multinationals 42

positive discrimination for own investors 203

principle see race discrimination

‘equivalent’, synonyms for 211

erga omnes obligations, application of 162

Eritrea, controls on foreign investment 59

establishment rights see entry rights, regulation of

estoppel against changes in law 101

ethnicity

black empowerment 73

entry regulation, and 106–7

government policies, in 382

opposition to globalisation 26

risks to foreign investment from 73

studies on role of 95

Europe

American domination perceived 98

BITs

changing policy towards 182

corporate nationality tests 198–9

national treatment 336

pre-entry rules 269–70

classical theory of investment 48

Eurocentricity of international law 35, 75

European Convention on Human Rights see European

Convention on Human Rights

gun-boat diplomacy by 121

liberal economics, dominance of 185–6

property rights 194, 371, 382–3, 421–3

protectionism 90

sovereign wealth fund investment 457

European Convention on Human Rights, property rights, on

132–3, 371, 383, 421–3, 440–1

European Court of Human Rights

property rights, on 371, 385, 421–3, 440–1

public purpose takings, on 408

European Union

extraterritorial jurisdiction 92

foreign investment in 24

intellectual property rights 45

national security measures 92

nationality basis of free movement within 106

exceptions

BITs 222–4

cultural exception in MAI 273

excess profits deducted from compensation 443–4

excluded sectors see also specific jurisdictions

BITs, in 203

defences to responsibility, as 453

listed in investment codes 105

proof of treaty protection requirement 106

exhaustion of local remedies see local remedies rule

export quotas

entry requirements as to 111–12

non-imposition of 202

opposition to 112

Uruguay Round talks 112

validity of 141–2

expropriation see also breach of treatment standards; ‘creeping

expropriation’

circumstances of 375

compensation see compensation for expropriation

damages as 102

definitions

intellectual property, as to 13

overview 208, 364–7

development of international law 11

disguised expropriation, definition of 368

early law on 365–6

environmental controls as compensable 152

environmental protection as 374–5, 388

forced sales of property 376–7

forced sales of shares 377–80

guarantees against 99–102

illegal 277–8

indirect expropriation see indirect expropriation

lawful takings for which full compensation paid 447–8

licensing as 115–16

MAI provisions 271–2

management control see management control, state

interference in

new forms of 367–9

overview 363–4, 410–11

regulation as 213

regulation of entry rights as 115–16
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expropriation (cont.)

‘revindication’, as 444–5

small businesses 437, 448

state responsibility for 375–6

survey of authorities 389–400

‘tantamount to taking’, interpretation of 208, 373

expulsion of investors 405–6

extraterritorial jurisdiction by home states

colonial period 36, 76

human rights, and 162

imposition of 20, 92

overview 155–7

US-centred emphasis 155–7

factory occupation by workers, state responsibility for 404

fair and equitable standard

assessment of fairness 468–9

controversy over 128–9

environmental controls, as to 152–3

equivalence to international minimum 204

expansionary views on 353–4

model BITs, in 182

NAFTA statement on 128

overview 204, 349–57

relationship to international minimum standard 349

shift towards 466–7

transparency requirement 350

treaty standards 102

tribunals’ creative role 356

use of 356–7

violations by investor, defence of 466–9

fair value method 437

Fiji

Indian domination perceived 137

nationalisation of Indian businesses 73

financial crises see economic crises

financial sector

control of 44

pressure for BITs 173

force, outlawing by UN Charter 69

force majeure defence 465–6

forced sales of property

expropriation, as 376–7

indigenisation measures and 380–2

interference with property rights 382–3

privatisations, and 380–3

foreign aid

classical theory of investment, and 49

effect of recession on 2, 24

foreign investment

acceptance of benefits in economic literature 57–8

actors 60–9

‘approved in writing’ 319

balance with development 235

benefits of 56

changing control of 4

changing nature of 60, 456–7

changing patterns of 4

characteristics of 309–10

competition by developing countries for 2

continuation of existing system 5

contracts as 311–13

controls by developing countries 58

definitions 8–18, 45

arbitrations, in 10

evolution of meaning 11–18

ICSID Convention, in 12, 308–13

investment treaties, in 10

local regulation, under 317–18

deleterious effects 56

developed countries’ receipt of 4

developing countries, by 4

different meaning in treaties 311

diffusion of international rules 183–4

distinction from portfolio investment 8–10

domestic legislation and liberal economics 15

economic development as characteristic of

313–14

economic development linked to 58, 154, 235

economic theories 47–60

existence of customary international law as to 120

foreign investment codes and Hull Formula 424–5

historical development 19–28

increase in risks to 34, 75

international law, and 230

joint ventures see joint ventures

liberal Asian attitudes to 2

link to economic development 58

Marxist theory and 46, 47

mixed approach to regulation 58–9

multinational instruments, overview of 236–8

national control under NIEO 183

new areas for study 6

new forms, overview of 116, 118–19

newer types, protection for 310–11

OECD studies 58

portfolio investment as 314–16

pre-contractual expenses as 316–17

pressure on developing countries to liberalise regimes

for 2

production-sharing agreements see production-sharing

agreements

promissory notes as 17, 315

protection balanced with public interest 223–4

protection of, future emphasis on 6

redrawing of rules by developed countries 4–5

relevance of international trade instruments 120,

249–50
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right to regulate in MAI 273–5

risks see risks to foreign investment

statement of objectives in states’ laws on 467

studies on role of 56

threat of nationalisation 207–8

transactions defined as 309

treaty definition 104

types of 308–9

whether panacea for development 3

withdrawal during economic crises 3

World Bank guidelines

influence of classical theory of investment

50–1

overview 24

World Bank studies 58

‘fork in the road’ provisions 320–2

forum non conveniens, application of 153–4

France

American domination perceived 72, 273

BIT with Singapore 210

contrats administratifs see contrats administratifs

cultural exception in MAI 273

Khomeini’s liability for anti-US acts whilst resident

168–9

nuclear tests 101

xenophobic opposition to multinationals 71

fraud, impact of 3–4

free market economics see liberal economics

free trade, ideal of 104

Free Trade Agreement of the Americas

abandonment of 81

negotiations for 54

free trade agreements, growth of 81

freedom of the seas

doctrine of 38

espousal by Grotius 19

friendship, commerce and navigation (FCN) treaties

changes to 182

changing use of 182

compensation, provisions on 416–17

entry and establishment rights under 181

features used in BITs 180–1

historical development 180–1

individual protection, emphasis on 180–1

national security, and 457

overview 180–2

scope 180

unacceptability today 181

vehicle for developed countries, as 181

‘full’, synonyms for 211

full compensation see Hull formula

full protection and security standard 205,

359–60

fundamentalism, opposition to globalisation 26

Garcia-Amador, F. V., ‘noble synthesis’, and 131

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) see also

Uruguay Round

arbitrations 263

export controls, as to 142

investment provisions 262–3

relevance to foreign investment 120

scope of 262–3

successor to ITO 262–3

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)

acceptance of 49

description of 263–5

force for liberalisation of trade, as 26

investment issues, as to 263

pre-entry rules 269–70

relevance to foreign investment 120

role of 66

scope of 2

general principles of law

basis of lex mercatoria, as 303

concession agreements, applied to 291

contrats administratifs 86–7

Hull formula, as to 418

legitimate expectations as 354–5

sanctity of contracts 86

source of foreign investment law, as 85–7

Geneva Convention 1922 (Germany–Poland) 426

Germany

1922 Geneva Convention with Poland 426

Abs–Shawcross Convention, sponsorship of 80

BITs

‘company’, definition of 200

diversity in 234

Pakistan 94

signing of first treaty 173

Singapore 200, 210

Chilean copper mines ruling 440

Holocaust claims 150–1

Indonesian nationalisations, and 409

Nazi persecution of Jews 409–10

Ghana, concession agreements 39

globalisation see also anti-globalisation

classical theory of investment, and 48

disenchantment with 143

power basis of 171

protests against 224–5

good faith

fulfilment of obligations in 244

limitations to jurisdiction 318

subjective determination, limitations to 460

Gray, Christine, study on judicial remedies

415, 447

Great Barrier Reef see Australia

Grenada, US intervention 121
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Grotius, Hugo

freedom of the seas doctrine, and 19, 38

public purpose, on 407

Group of Eminent Persons on Multinational Corporations,

report of 243

Grundnorm theory 100

guarantees

against expropriation 98–9

dispute resolution 102

letters of comfort 102

Guatemala, environmental damage from chicle

extraction 158

gun-boat diplomacy

basis of 121

outlawing of 69

Hamilton, Alexander, value of foreign capital on 90

Harvard Draft Convention 126

Havana Charter 1948, investment provisions 262

hazardous technology, transfer of 57, 109

hazardous waste, control of transport of 161–2, 226, 231,

350–1

Holocaust claims against multinational corporations

150–1

home state controls over multinationals

ability to exercise 166–7

assumption of responsibility 163–4

creation by treaties 161–2

creation of agency relationship 166

distance as constraint on liability 168–9

duty to control nationals abroad 164–9

duty to provide remedies to victims 169–70

existing rules on state responsibility 157–64

extraterritorial jurisdiction see extraterritorial jurisdiction by

home states

human rights basis for responsibility 164

interpretive development by analogy 161

intervention by home state, justification for 125

jurisdiction in international law 165

means of control, as 169

obligation to exercise 165, 166

overview 144–5, 170

previous law 159–61

reasons for increased expectation of 144

responsibility for failure of 157

right to protect nationals abroad 157–8

risks to foreign investment from 77

satisfaction of existing rules requirement 167

types of 95

Hong Kong

economic success 2

entry requirements as to export targets 111

ICSID dispute with Sri Lanka 213–14

multinationals’ role in economic development 23

host state controls 95–6

aliens’ duty of allegiance 97

anti-suit injunctions, use of 302

Calvo doctrine see Calvo doctrine

definition of investments 317–18

duties to multinationals, UNCTC provisions 248–9

entry rights see entry rights regulation of

environmental controls as compensable expropriation 152

increasing control 91

investments ‘approved in writing’ 319

overview 88

primacy under NIEO 249

risks to foreign investment from 77

House of Lords ruling on Spanish property nationalisation 440

Hull, Cordell 36, 414

Hull formula

acquired rights, and 419–20

ad hoc arbitrations as to 431

adherence to 208–9, 233

approved investments, protection for 212–13

articulation of 127

capital-exporting states’ views 414–15

court decisions as to 425–8, 440–1

customary international law, as 212, 442

customary practice as to 417–18

damnum emergens, application of 430

developing countries’ double standards as to 211

diminishing scope for 446

first use 414

foreign investment codes, and 424–5

general principles of law as to 418

incorporation in minimum international standard 128

international court decisions as to 425–8

Latin American acceptance of 128

lawful takings for which paid 447–8

lucrum cessans, application of 430

lump sum payments, and 435–6

market value method of valuation, and 451

nationalisations, as to 448–9

opposition to 417, 435–6, 443

overview 102

paradoxical use between developing countries 212

publicists’ writings as to 441–3

qualified protection under 212–13

reinforcement by BITs 209–10

rejection by Sir Hersch Lauterpacht 434

right to property, and 420–4

small businesses, as to 448

summary of law 127–8

treaties as to 415–17

tribunal decisions as to 425–8, 429–39

unjust enrichment, and 418–19

US Model BIT as to 120

use outside US 210, 211, 212–13
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human rights see also human rights violations

basis of home state responsibility 164

BITs provisions 222–3, 227–9

claims against multinationals 27–8

competing obligations as to 472–3

dependency theories’ basis in 54

erga omnes obligations 162

extraterritorial jurisdiction as to 162

increasing importance for BITs 228–9

international law, and 296–7

international law basis in 54–5

ius cogens, as 79, 231

MAI, and 3, 246, 248

minimum international standards, and (‘noble synthesis’)

131–4

multinationals’ obligations as to 149–52

NGOs’ role in 4, 60–1, 67–8, 456

property rights and 94, 132–3

recognition of multinationals’ liability 149

risks to foreign investment from 77–9

stabilisation clauses, opposition to 298

UNCTC draft code provisions 247–8

human rights violations

increased litigation 456

ius cogens, of 228–9

local elites’ role 114

multinationals, by 53

ICSID arbitration

annulment of awards 287

arbitrations 107, 199–200, 213–15

breach of treatment standards, as to 333–4

case load 300–1

choice of 304–5

dispute resolution 216–19

distinction from other arbitrations 288

enforcement of awards 219

fair and equitable standard, as to 353–4, 356

Hull formula, as to 429, 431–2

increasing caseload 234

limitations to 313–14

necessity defence, as to 462, 464

referral to 287–8, 289

scope 287

states’ withdrawal from 453

treaty standard, as 306

valuation method 450

ICSID Convention

application of 308

assertion of benefit of foreign investment 50

Brazil’s non-membership 28

commentary on 17

creation of ICSID 65–6, 276, 286

definition of ‘investor’ 269

emphasis on direct investment 314–16

international law, and 299–300

jurisdiction shopping, as to 327–8

Latin American withdrawals 301, 308, 319–20

locally incorporated companies, as to 324–5

meaning of foreign investment 12, 17–18

protection given to companies 12

protection of shareholders’ rights 11

success of 80

whether loan default is foreign investment under

16–17

ideological bias in arbitrations 465

illegal contracts, multinationals’ use of 44

illegal takings

discriminatory taking 409–10

overview 406–7

taking for public purpose 407, 437–9

violation of treaties 410

income gap

effect of increase on liberal economics 26

impact on developed countries 4

India see also Bhopal disaster

affirmative discrimination 132

BITs, competition aspect of 172–3

economic growth 28

investment in developed countries 28, 178

investment protection approach 142–3

leadership role amongst developing countries 241

merger activity by oil corporations 5–6

mixed approach to regulation 71

multinationals originating in 28

national security issues 458, 460

oil nationalisations 446

opposition to investment instrument 80

performance requirements, approach to 271

regulatory control 268

India–Singapore Comprehensive Economic Cooperation

Agreement (2005) 460

indigenisation measures see also specific jurisdictions

forced sales of property, and 380–2

local elites’ effect on 114

local equity conditions and 113

indirect expropriation

circumstances of 369

definition 368

example of 208

property rights, and 370–1

Indonesia

armed forces, responsibility for damage by 405

cancellation of licences 93, 96, 402–3

capitalisation requirements 104–5, 108–9

Chinese businesses, role of 92

economic benefit of foreign investment,

whether 50
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Indonesia (cont.)

enforcement of award 302

ethnicity issues 92

foreign investment code 424

foreign investment policy 71

Hull formula, use of 212–13

local equity conditions, disputes over 140–1

nationalisation of Chinese businesses 73

nationalisations 409

nationalism 92

oil agreements 40

oil contracts, validity of previous 71

pioneering of production-sharing agreements 74

property rights 424

protected investments in BITs 268

regulatory expropriation by

sovereignty over mining operations 40

Suharto, T. N. J.

fall of 71

foreign investment policy 71

industry patterns, risks to foreign investment from changes in 74

infant industries, national treatment 343–4

information disclosure, UNCTC provisions 248

infrastructure built with foreign investment, whether

beneficial 50

Institut de Droit International, Hull formula, on 442

insurance, requirement of BIT for grant of 173

intellectual property see also Trade-Related Aspects of

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

bilateral treaties 45

Doha Declaration as to 46–7

protection 12–14, 44–7

protection of rights 16

International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes

(ICSID) see ICSID arbitration; ICSID Convention

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)

actor in foreign investment, as 68

arbitral system 301–2

codes on foreign investment 61

tribunal 299

International Court of Justice (ICJ)

allegations of state responsibility, on 167

case load 276

decisions as source of foreign investment law 87

denial of locus standi 197, 377–80

development of investment law, on 181

exhaustion of local remedies, on 219–20

Hull formula, and 428

international law and state/private transactions, on 286

nationality of corporations, on 197–201

recognition of right to change economic policy 69–70

shareholder protection in investment treaties, on 197–8

state responsibility for injuries to aliens, on 121

state’s choice of economic ideology, on 297

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, right to

property, on 132–3

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights, denial of economic rights to aliens, on 132

International Institute for Sustainable Development, role of 68

international institutions see also International Monetary Fund;

World Bank

actors in foreign investment, as 60–1, 65–7

international investment law

continuing development of 6, 31

developed countries’ concerns about operation of 3–4

Eurocentricity of 35, 75

history of foreign investment law 19–28, 36–47, 76

impact of liberal economics 3

inadequacy of positivist economic theories 7

interdisciplinary approach to study of 6–7

manipulability of 52

movement away from positivism 6

normative conflicts

diversity of parties 8

need for understanding of 7

oil sector’s role in developing 38–41

reasons for controversy 1–2

role in effecting liberal economics 3–4

International Labour Organization, human rights activities 149

international law

BITs as 208, 222–3, 232–3

breach of treatment standards 334–5

defences to responsibility based on 454

development, of 154

domestic property law transferred to 386–9

economic development, and 296–7

environmental protection, and 296–7

Hull formula as 212

human rights, and 296–7

intervention in domestic situations 230

jurisdiction existing in 165

lex ferenda as 297–8

non-interference as principle of 245

power-based development of 158–9

previous law on home state responsibility for multinationals

159–61

relevance to foreign investment 249–50

state/private transactions, and 286

support for changes in foreign investment arrangements 230

International Law Association, Seoul Declaration 119

International Law Commission

Articles on State Responsibility 160–1, 166, 171, 404, 464–5

‘noble synthesis’, and 131

international minimum standards see minimum international

standards

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

actor in foreign investment, as 65–6

espousal of free market economics 2, 24, 25–7, 48
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impact of anti-globalisation protests on 3–4

opposition to currency controls 272

support for liberalisation 60–1, 63, 143

‘Washington Consensus’, role in 49

International Trade Organization (ITO)

attempt to create 79–80, 262

GATT as successor to 262–3

internationalisation of contracts

contract-based arbitration and 300–2

ICSID Convention and 299–300

legislation-based arbitration and 304–5

lex mercatoria and 302–3

origin 289–99

overview 289, 305

umbrella clauses and 304

interpretive development by analogy of home state

controls 161

‘investment’, definition of 267–8, 308–13

‘investment protectionism’, growth of 77

investment treaties see bilateral investment treaties; treaties

‘investments’ defined in BITs see bilateral investment treaties

(BITs)

investors

claimants, as 323–30

definition of ‘investor’ 269

protection for unscrupulous investors 58

protection methods 276

violations of fair and equitable standard by 466–9

Iran

1979 revolution 72

FCN treaty dispute provisions, use of 181–2

fundamentalism 72

liability for anti-US acts of incoming Khomeini government

168–9

Mossadegh’s overthrow

example of force supporting foreign investment, as 20

UK/US involvement 72

nationalisation for public purpose 437–9

nationalism 72

oil nationalisations Act 437–9

overthrow of Mossadegh 38–9

overthrow of Shah

resurgence of economic nationalism following 22

Shah

overthrow of 38–9

pro-US stance 138

Treaty of Amity with US 434, 435–9, 450

UK/US involvement 74

US bank accounts, freezing of 156

US intervention 75–6

validity of pre-revolution oil contracts 75–6

Iran–US Claims Tribunal see also Algiers Accord

creation 22, 87, 198–9

damage to property in civil disturbances, as to 404

decisions as source of foreign investment law 87

decisions as to Hull formula 425, 432–9

indirect expropriation, as to 368–9, 370

lump sum agreements, as to 417–18

management control, state interference in 386–9

property rights, as to 386–7

publicists’ writings as to 441

setting up of 72

valuation method 450

Iraq

invasion of

example of force supporting foreign investment, as 20

support from oil and construction industries 62

oil agreements 40

Islamic law applied to contracts 290

Italy

local equity conditions 139–40

state responsibility for workers’ factory occupation 404

ius cogens

competing obligations, and see competing obligations in

treaties

environmental protection as 231

human rights as 79, 228–9, 231

permanent sovereignty over natural resources as 40, 193

self-determination as 39, 224, 297

sex tours, as to 162–3

universal jurisdiction over violations 165

violations in human rights context 163–4, 167

Jamaica

BIT with UK 220

ICSID arbitration provisions in BITs 220

Japan

BITs

corporate nationality, approach to 200

Sri Lanka 200

FCN treaty with US 181

imposition of extraterritorial jurisdiction in 20

pre-entry rules 88

Jews

Argentine persecution 409

Holocaust claims 150–1

Nazi persecution 409–10

joint ventures

control of entry, for 107

definition 116

developed countries’ use of 117

developing countries’ use of 117

local equity conditions, and 114–15

mandatory use of 201

manufacturing sector 43

nominees’ role 43

origin 117

phasing out of 114
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joint ventures (cont.)

preliminary negotiations 104

principle method of entry, as 107

protection in BITs 107

socialist states, in 117–18

state corporations’ role 64–5, 117

technology transfers 44, 46

judicial decisions as source of foreign investment law 87

juridical persons and corporate nationality 323–4

jurisdiction

basis for arbitration awards, as 219

excluding 306

existence in international law 165

good faith limitations 318

jurisdictio ratione materiae 307

jurisdictio ratione personae 307

jurisdictio temporis 307

jurisdictio voluntatis 307

ratione materiae 308

shopping 327–8

tribunal, bases of 307

‘just’, synonyms for 211

‘just compensation’ principle 210, 211

Kelsen, Hans, Grundnorm theory 100

Khomeini, Ayatollah Ruhollah, liability for anti-US acts whilst

resident in France 168–9

Kuwait

concession agreements 39

oil nationalisations 431

revindication claim 445

windfall profits 75

labour law and foreign investment protection 456

Laos, use of wholly owned subsidiaries 107

Latin America

Calvo doctrine see Calvo doctrine

compensation policies 446–7

control of natural resources 41

controls on foreign investment 59

damage to property in civil disturbances 134, 135

dependency theory in 53

economic crises

effect on policy 95–6

loss of foreign funds 3

Hull formula, acceptance of 128

national standard of treatment, support for 201–2

nationalisations 59, 366–7

non-intervention principle articulated 121

opposition to foreign investment 53–4

opposition to Hull formula 417

opposition to US claims 84–5

property rights 423

reversal of privatisations 59, 60, 95–6

state responsibility for injuries to aliens

approach to 123, 131

conflict with US over 124–8

support for liberalisation 54

US relations with 20–1, 36, 78, 121, 123, 365–6

withdrawals from ICSID 80, 301, 308

Lauterpacht, Eli, appropriate compensation, on 209

Lauterpacht, Sir Hersch, rejection of Hull formula

434, 442

law and order situation, risks to foreign investment from 79

law firms, involvement in legal controversy 8

leases, protection of rights 11

legal services as protected investment 106

legislation in specific jurisdictions see specific jurisdictions

legitimate expectations

general principle of law, as 354–5

protected rights, as 16

stabilisation clause, as 355

violation of 354–7

letters of comfort, purpose of 102

lex ferenda

international norms as 297–8

NIEO resolutions as 83–4

permanent sovereignty over natural resources as 40

UN Resolutions as 446

lex mercatoria

basis of 303

formation of 38

state contracts, and 302–3

lex specialis

BITs as 176–7, 214, 234

Treaty of Amity (US–Iran) as 436–7

liability of states see defences to responsibility

liberal economics

BITs, and 174–5

disenchantment with 143

effect of increase in income gap 26

espousal by IMF and World Bank 2

ethnicity, and 73

impetus to liberalise foreign investment 2

law’s role in effecting 3–4

property rights, and 133, 194

retreat from 454–5, 456

rise and fall of 35, 76

rising dominance of 2, 24, 25–7

tension with democracy 73

triumph of 143

Libya

freezing of US bank accounts 156

oil nationalisations 408, 430–1

licensing

cancellation of licences 402–3

expropriation, as 115–16

risks to foreign investment from 77
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liens, protection of rights 11

like circumstances, application of 338

loan defaults, whether foreign investment 16–17

loans, protection of rights 11

local collaboration conditions

joint ventures 118

overview 106–8

local elites, activities of 114

local employment conditions for entry of foreign

investment 115

local equity conditions for entry of foreign investment

112–15

advantages to host state 114

circumvention of 114

disadvantages to host state 114

dispute resolution 401

joint ventures, use of 114–15

local elites, activities of 114

minority shareholdings, mandatory achievement of 201

strength of application of 114

validity of 138–41

WTO and 113

local laws and regulations, protection for investments made

under 317–18

local processing conditions for entry of foreign investment 118

local purchase requirements, non imposition of 202

local remedies rule

arbitration as to 322

arbitration between states 221–2

Calvo doctrine, and 220–1

displacement by treaties 129

duty to exhaust local remedies 219–20

overview 219–21

requirements of 129

subrogation 222

local research conditions for entry of foreign investment 115

locally incorporated company, protection of 324–5

Locke, John, concept of property 133, 194, 370–1

locus standi, denial of 197, 377–80

lucrum cessans, application of 430, 437–9, 447, 450–1

lump sum payments, compensation paid by 417–18, 435–6

MAI see Multilateral Agreement on Investment

Malaysia

aboriginal peoples 107

BITs

signing of 187

UK 311–13

bumiputras, role of 106–7, 382

capital controls 26

currency controls 59, 267–8, 272, 319, 459

ethnic-based legislation 73

ethnicity-based legislation 113

joint ventures legislation 137

local equity conditions 113

‘New Economic Policy’ 113

salvage rights claim 311–13

management control, state interference in

cancellation of permits and licences 402–3

currency controls 59, 267–8, 272, 319, 406

excessive taxation 405

expulsion of investors 405–6

freezing of bank accounts 406

illegal takings 406–7

overview 400–1

takings by agents and mobs 134–5, 404–5

manufacturing sector

control of 42–3

joint ventures 43, 118

Marcona nationalisation dispute (Peru–US) 446–7

margin of appreciation, application of 467

market value method of valuation 451

Marxist theory, international foreign investment law

in 46, 47

McNair, Lord, concession agreements and general principles of

law, on 291

mediate injury rule 121, 123

Mercosur Agreement, overview 81

mergers and takeovers by investors from developing countries

4–5

Mexican Claims Commission, application of municipal

law 124

Mexico

1938 expropriations 36, 127, 365–6, 414

economic crises 56–7

effect of economic crises on liberal economic policy 26

environmental protection 110

excluded sectors 105, 203, 337

Foreign Investment Law 203

NAFTA disputes 350

NAFTA membership 80–1

NAFTA ratification 105

opposition to Hull formula 417, 435–6

Middle East territorial enclaves, imposition of 20

middle path theory of development

adoption of 58

adoption of legislation based on 59

difference to classical theory 58

effect of economic crises 59–60

overview 55–60

migration of companies, arbitration as to 325–7

military action, damage to property during 134

military regimes, contracts with 76

Millennium Development Goals (UN) 154

mineral resources

concession agreements 38–41

local processing conditions for entry of foreign

investment 115
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minimum international standards

acceptance of US view 348

assertion of 122

BIT recognition of 334–5, 345

breach of 345–9

case law 130

content of 128–30

counter to Calvo doctrine, as 129

developed countries’ support for 249–50

development by tribunals 334–5

dispute resolution, and 129

equivalence to fair and equitable 204

expansionary views on 348

fair and equitable standard see fair and equitable standard

Hull formula incorporated in 128

human rights, and (‘noble synthesis’) 131–4

lowering of threshold 347–8

relationship to fair and equitable standard 349

support for 201–2

tribunals’ creative role 345–6

mining see natural resources

minority shareholdings

mandatory achievement of 201

protection of, arbitration as to 329–30

mob violence, damage to property during 134–5, 404–5

monopolies

joint ventures, and 114

state corporations’ holdings 64

mortgages, protection of rights 11

Mossadegh, Mohammad see Iran

most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment

arbitration 322

MAI, in 270–1

overview 204–5

Mubarak, Hosni, foreign investment policy 72

Muchlinski, P., fair and equitable standard, on 468–9

Mugabe, Robert see Zimbabwe

multilateral agreements on investment (MAI) 28

abandonment of 25

balance-of-payment safeguards 272

commencement of 240–1

cultural exception 273

description of 257–62

dispute resolution 272–3

drafting of 129

entry rights 15

expropriation 271–2

failure 67

compensation, as to 415

developed countries’ lack of agreement leading to 3

opposition leading to 26

significance of 30

full compensation clause 415–16

global crisis 2008, impact of 183

human rights, and 246, 248

impetus for anti-globalisation, as 27

lack of protection for environment and human rights 3

multinationals’ liability, and 145

NGOs’ role in 67

NIEO as barrier to 334–5

opposition to 54–5, 80, 237–8, 241, 455–6

overview 236–8

overview of OECD MAI 242

pre-entry rules 269–70

reasons for failure

American domination perceived 72

developed countries’ lack of agreement 80, 85

NGOs’ opposition 67, 80

reliance on economic arguments 52

sovereignty over natural resources, issues of 183

reasons for lack of 236–7

right to regulate foreign investment 273–5

safeguard provisions 272

transfer to WTO 143

withdrawals from negotiations 97–8

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)

creation 65

promotion of 50

multinational corporations

actors in foreign investment, as 60–3

advantages of BITs for 174

bribery and corruption, use of 44

codes of conduct, development of 56

continued support from developed countries 5

control see home state controls over multinationals; host

state controls

definition, UNCTC 243

dependency theory, in 53

developing countries’ need to control 240

equality of treatment 42

exploitation of scarce resources 52

financial sector 44

hazardous technology, transfer of 57

historical development of legal norms 238–42

Holocaust claims against 150–1

home state controls see home state controls over

multinationals

host state duties to, UNCTC provisions 248–9

human rights claims against 27–8

human rights violations 53

increasing power of 5

liability of

impetus for rules on 27

imposition of 6

linkage of rights with human rights obligations

149–50

lobbying, effectiveness of 5

manufacturing sector, control of 42–3
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need for understanding of 6

new types emerging 5–6

obligations of

environmental norms 152–4

human rights, as to 149–52

identification of 146

non-intervention in domestic politics 148–9

overview 145–8

parent corporations’ liability, recognition of 151

promotion of economic development 154–5

recognition of 145–6

resistance to imposition 151

soft law prescriptions 152

oil industry 38–41

opposition to

dependency theory 55

xenophobic 71, 72

originating in developing countries 28

parent company control 239–40

plantations, control of 41

pollution by see pollution by multinational corporations

power of

bases of 5

law-shaping power 5, 239

overview 238–9

private powers 37

study of 5

pressure for BITs 174

regime changes, and 71

responsibilities to host communities 6

restrictive business practices 57

secessionist violence, and 148–9

state sovereignty, and 42

subsidiaries, control of 239–40

transfer pricing by 56

transfers of technology by see transfer of technology

treatment see standards of treatment

UNCTC studies 55

municipal law, application of 124

Myanmar

collusion by multinationals in government torture

150–1, 166

concession agreements 39

guarantees against expropriation 99

Namibia

concession agreements with South Africa 40

South African uranium contracts 470–1

United Nations Council Decree

validity of South African contracts

national emergencies, compensation for destruction 213–15

national security

defence to responsibility 457–8

developing countries, as to 458

economic crises and 458–60

entry rights, and see specific jurisdictions

sensitive sectors 458

subjective determination, as 459–60

treaty exceptions 458

treaty provisions 458–9

national standard of treatment

basis for non-imposition of performance requirements,

as 202

breach of 335–45

Calvo doctrine, and 335–6

discrimination, disputes as to 339

exclusion of performance requirements 202–3

expansion of 336

infant industries, and 343–4

like circumstances, application of 338

non-discrimination basis of 337

overview 201–3

performance requirements, and 339–43

post-entry rules see post-entry rules

pre-entry rules see pre-entry rules

rebounding of 203

rejection of 202

support for 201–2

nationalisations

aimed at colonial powers 106

BITs provisions 207–8

compensation see compensation for expropriation

debate on international investment law 22

definition 366–7

discrimination, as 106

ethnicity, and 73

Hull formula as to 448–9

Latin America 59

natural resources 59

oil industry 41, 408, 430–1, 444–5, 446

post-colonial 21–3

public purpose, for 437–9

tea estates 446

threat to foreign investment from 207–8

US position on compensation 24

valuation of property see valuation of nationalised

property

nationalism

developed countries, in 72

hostility to foreign investment 21–2, 457

leading to nationalisations 366–7

risks to foreign investment from 71–2

nationality

basis of free movement, as 106

corporate nationality see corporate nationality

corporations, of 197–201

natural persons 323

natural persons as claimants 323
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natural resources

copper mining nationalisations 440

development of investment law 38–41

development of investment law, role in 38–41

joint ventures 118

sovereign wealth fund investment 69

sovereignty see sovereignty over natural resources

uranium contracts 76

necessity defence 461–5

negotiations before arbitration 217, 306–7, 320

neo-liberalism see liberal economics

Netherlands

BIT with Singapore 210

East India Company see East India Companies (British and

Dutch)

‘just compensation’ principle, use of 210

parent corporations’ liability, recognition of 151

New International Economic Order (NIEO) 446

abandonment of 237–8, 240–1

barrier to MAI 334–5

BITs as response to 173–4, 232–3

clash of norms with developed countries 175

creation of 237

debate on resolutions 122–3

developing countries, and

impetus for UNGA resolutions 1

loss of cohesion for 2

General Assembly resolutions

opinio iuris, as 82

origins 143

overview 1, 244, 445–6

soft law or lex ferenda, as 83–4

multinationals’ liability, and 146

national control of investment under 183

package of norms 22, 23

primacy of host state control 249

publicists’ writings as to 442

UNGA resolutions 1

new states, risks to foreign investment from creation of

75–6

New York Convention on Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral

Awards (New York Convention) 219, 302

New Zealand

BIT with China 210

compensation provisions in BITs 210

NGOs

actors in foreign investment, as 67–8

BITs, approaches to 222–3, 225

environmental protection role 60–1, 67–8

human rights role 60–1, 67–8, 228–9, 456

involvement in legal controversy 8

multinationals’ liability, and 145, 147–8

need for understanding of 6

opposition to MAI 67, 80

role in WTO meetings 67

role of 4

Nicaragua

FCN treaty dispute provisions, use of 181–2

US intervention 245

Nigeria

Bill of Rights 371

controls on foreign investment 59

decree on foreign investments 137

environmental damage by oil industry 79

indigenisation measures 113

local equity conditions 113

Ogoni region dispute 79

oil contracts 75

property rights 371

validity of previous oil contracts 75

‘noble synthesis’ of minimum international standards and

human rights 131–4

nominees’ role in joint ventures 43

non-aligned movement, pressure for economic autonomy from 1

non-discrimination basis of national treatment 337

non-discrimination conditions in BITs as customary

international law 208

non-discrimination in government procurement 263

non-discrimination rule as to entry 106

non-governmental organisations see NGOs

non-interference in domestic affairs

international law principle, as 245

outstanding issue, as 250–2

provisions for 244–6

normative conflicts see international investment law

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

breach of treatment standards 332–4

Canada see Canada

claims against US and Canada under 24–5

closed sectors 42

comparison with US model BIT 24

damages as expropriation under 102

description of 253–4

dispute resolution 110, 181–2

effect of 15

entry and establishment rights under 181

entry rights under 15, 26

environmental protection 226

environmental protection under 25, 78

equality of treatment 42

excluded assets 268

excluded sector rules 88, 203

expropriation, definition of 208

fair and equitable standard, as to 128, 204, 349–50

increase in disputes 34, 75

increasing caseload 234

jurisdiction basis of awards 219

legitimate expectations, provisions on 355
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litigation over breach of treatment standards

Mexico see Mexico

minimum international standards 345

national treatment 203

opposition to 97

overview 80–1

participation by developing countries 2

performance requirements 339–43

post-entry rules 340–2

pre-entry rules 88, 336–7

pre-establishment rights 132

property rights, and 372–3

ranking of treatment standards 348

regulatory rights of states, and 274–5

state right to regulate, and 51

takings provision 25

treatment standards in litigation 271

United States see United States

Norway

environmental protection 226–7

model BIT 178, 235

obsolete technology, transfer of 57

oil industry

alliances with producing states 55, 60

bribery and corruption, use of 75

collective bargaining by producers 22

concession agreements 38–41 see also concession agreements

contract-based arbitration 280–1

crises 74

development of investment law, role in 38–41

environmental damage 79

excessive taxation 405

merger activity by Chinese and Indian corporations 5–6

nationalisations 408, 430–1, 444–5, 446

petroleum contracts 24

production-sharing agreements see production-sharing

agreements

rearrangement of contracts 75

relative strength of producers and users 1–2

restructuring 75

support for Iraq invasion 62

validity of pre-revolution oil contracts 75–6

windfall profits 75, 405

onerous contracts, risks to foreign investment from 76–7

opinio iuris

BITs, and 233

customary law as 82–5

General Assembly resolutions as 82

Hull formula and 435–6

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD) 137 see also multilateral agreements on

investment (MAI)

agreement of treaty 166–7

bribery, codes on 247

failure of attempted draft MAI 3, 242

fair and equitable standard, statement on 128

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 246

studies on foreign investment 58

support for liberalisation 60–1

Organization of African Unity (OAU), members’ screening

procedures 137

Organization of American States (OAS), agreement on treaty

166–7

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC),

formation of 74

pacta sunt servanda

application of 244, 292, 296, 297–8

general principle of law, as 296

Pakistan

BIT with Germany 94

bribery allegations 75

oil industry bribery disputes 75

‘umbrella clauses’, approach to 216

validity of pre-Bangladesh concession agreements 40

Panama, US intervention 121

Papua New Guinea, sovereignty over natural resources 40

parallel imports

treaty violation, as 13

TRIPS, under 13

partial compensation 449–50

patents protection 13

performance requirements

BITs, in 205–6

definition 94

exclusion of 202–3

MAI 271

national treatment, and 202–3, 339–43

prohibition of 206

removal of 205

support for use in developing countries 112

validity of 141

Permanent Court of International Justice, Germany–Poland

compensation dispute 425, 450

permits, cancellation of 402–3

Peru

nationalisation dispute with US 446–7

revindication claim 444–5

Philippines

Anti-Dummy Act 60, 93, 318

BITs

‘company’, definition of 200

protection of commitments 215–16

UK 200, 215–16

conformity with domestic investment law 43

oil contracts 75

sovereignty over natural resources 40
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Philippines (cont.)

‘umbrella clauses’, approach to 216

validity of previous oil contracts 75

planning permissions, licensing at entry 15

plantations

control of 41

nationalisation of 446

Poland, 1922 Geneva Convention with Germany 426

politics in host state, multinationals’ conduct 71

pollution by multinational corporations

claims over 27–8

evidence against benefits of foreign investment, as 52

portfolio investments

BITs definition 196–7, 200

distinction from foreign investment 8–10

exclusion from ASEAN Framework Agreement 10, 267–8

investment, as 314–16

withdrawal as cause of Asian economic crisis 314–16

Portugal

onerous contracts 76–7

railway expropriation 429–30

state agencies legislation 65

positivist economic theories

aim of 7

inadequacy of 7

movement away from 6

states’ international law role, as to 37–8

post-colonialism, development of foreign investment law under

21–8

post-entry rules

disputes 340–2

multilateral treaty, in 270

national treatment 335–6

prevalence of 337–8

poverty, NGOs’ role in eradicating 4

power and formation of law 84–5, 158–9, 171

pre-contractual expenses as investment 316–17

pre-entry rules

BITs 132, 137, 186, 269–70

dispute resolution 337

GATS 269–70

MAI 269–70

NAFTA 88

national treatment 335–6

regional treaties 336–7

privatisations

corruption, and 73

ethnicity, and 73

forced sales, and 380–3

reversal of 59, 60, 95–6

production-sharing agreements

adoption of 40–1

overview 118

pioneering of 74

promissory notes as foreign investment 17, 315

‘prompt, adequate and effective’ compensation see Hull

formula

‘property’, definition of 191

property rights

case law, in 132–3

changing ideas 383–5

concept in BITs 193

domestic law into international law 386–9

forced sales see forced sales of property

Hull formula and 420–4

human rights, and 94, 132–3

ideas of property 369–80

inclusion of administrative rights in definition of foreign

investment 15–16

indirect expropriation and 370–1

neo-liberal view 194

neo-liberalism and 133

philosophical basis 194

property taking see expropriation

protection of commitments by BITs 215–16

public emergencies, treaty provisions 458–9

public interest balanced with investment protection 223–4

public purpose, taking for 407, 437–9

public purpose conditions in BITs as customary international

law 208

publicists’ writings on Hull formula 441–3

Puerto Rico, US intervention 121

purpose statements (BITs) 188–90

quantum meruit, application of 444

race discrimination

Declaration on Elimination 132

nationalisations as 106

rule as to entry 106

railway expropriation 429–30

Ralston, James, national standard of treatment, on 124–5

Reagan, Ronald, policy statement on foreign investment 108

recession, effect on aid 2

Refugee Convention 88

regime changes, risks to foreign investment from 71

regional investment treaties see also ASEAN; North American

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

developing countries’ participation in 2

freedom of entry under 105–6

pre-entry rules 336–7

right of entry provisions 88

regulation see home state controls over multinationals; host

state controls

regulatory framework, preservation of 223, 231–2, 268, 270

religious fundamentalism

opposition to globalisation 26

risks to foreign investment from 72
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repatriation of profits

clausula rebus sic stantibus, application of 207

overview 206–7

restriction of 207

res communes doctrine, use of 423–4

restitutio in integrum, application of 447

restrictive business practices

codes of conduct 56, 57

multinationals’ use of 57

UNCTAD code 56

‘revindication’, expropriation as 444–5

Rhodesian asbestos claims, UK recognition of 151

risks to foreign investment

changes in industry patterns 74–5

changes in political patterns 34, 75

contracts made by previous regimes 75–6

creation of new states 75–6

economic regulation 77

environmental protection 77–9

ethnicity 73

government-inspired violence 79

human rights 77–9

ideological hostility 71

‘investment protectionism’ 77

law and order situation 79

licensing 77

nationalism 71–2

onerous contracts 76–7

overview 69–70

regime changes 71

religious fundamentalism 72

Rood, L., survey of African compensation

practices 446

‘round tripping’ 328–9

Russia

effect of economic crises on liberal economic

policy 26

national security issues as to 458

post-revolution taking of property 21

Sadat, Anwar el- see Egypt

safeguard provisions

balance-of-payment safeguards in MAI 272

BITs 222–4, 270

sanctity of contracts see also pacta sunt servanda

challenge to 296

contract law, in 292

general principle of law, as 86

Saudi Arabia, Islamic law applied to contracts 290

Schachter, Oscar, Hague lectures 442

scholarly writings and internationalisation of contracts 289–90,

291

Schreuer, Christoph, on definition of foreign

investment 17

screening of entry 104–6

Seattle Ministerial Meeting (WTO)

clashes at 143, 238

NGOs’ role in 67

secessionist claims 148–9, 471

self-determination

ius cogens, as 39, 224, 297
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